United Medical Supply Company

“At UNITED, we believe a truly successful partnership is an ongoing collaboration,
with innovative ideas, proactive support and unparalleled service.”
This is the UNITED Promise.
It’s time to expect more from your partners!

WHO WE ARE

OUR COMPANY
Ted Walsh | CEO
Ted brings over thirteen years of experience in the healthcare industry to UNITED. He is
a graduate of Ohio University, where he earned a bachelor’s degree in Pre-Law. Ted
began his career in the acute care market, where he helped develop a new healthcare
technology division focused on assisting hospitals convert to Electronic Medical Records.
Ted eventually transitioned into long-term care as Territory Manager for a medical
supplier, quickly earning a promotion to Regional Sales Manager, where he consistently
delivered record growth to the region. Seeking a new challenge, Ted accepted a
position as Regional Director for a start-up focused on airborne infection control, where
he found success establishing a new market. Ted also gained valuable experience and
a better understanding of what it takes to build a successful organization, paving the
way towards establishing UNITED.
Anthony Fidram | President
Anthony brings over ten years of experience in the healthcare industry to UNITED. He is
a graduate of Kent State University, where he earned a bachelor’s degree in Marketing
and Psychology. Anthony began his career with a medical equipment manufacturer,
where he established a consistent track record of success in growing business in
undeveloped territories. Anthony earned multiple promotions along the way, and as
Regional Sales Manager, he was responsible for developing distribution partnerships
across all of North America. His continued success eventually earned him the position
of Regional Sales Manager with a medical supplier, where he consistently reached top
performance numbers in business development. Anthony’s varied background in medical equipment and supplies provided invaluable experience and has helped shape the
versatility UNITED offers today.

Better Prices. Innovative Programs. Local Service.

WHO WE ARE

All partnerships have a starting point, but not all partnerships provide a clear path to success.
At UNITED, we believe having defined processes, with strategic purpose, will lead to successful outcomes.
U+PRIME is the driving force behind this philosophy.
Following our proven steps to success, UNITED partners will receive guaranteed savings, high-quality
products and innovative programs that will help ensure sustained success.

EVALUATE, DEVELOP & DELIVER
Discuss and evaluate your organizational goals: Clinical, Financial, and Operational.
Develop a customized package or products and programs to best suit your needs.
Deliver on our upfront savings guarantee, establishing your baseline for future growth.

HOW WE MOVE FORWARD

REFINE & ADVANCE
Utilizing our U+PRIME solutions, UNITED will proactively seek new opportunities for growth
and continue to deliver on the added value and support promised.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

In v en t o r y
DYNAMICS
Innovation meets inventory management, as U+Prime partners gain access to our groundbreaking
system, INVENTORY DYNAMICS. As a complete inventory management, ancillary billing and
purchasing solution, INVENTORY DYNAMICS is designed to assist long-term care communities
capture, manage and control supply costs with efficiency.

ID Kiosk
A brilliantly simple, easy to use interface that requires minimal
training with the new, image-enhanced touchscreen kiosk.
ID Kiosk enables users to efficiently distribute and
manage supplies.

Resident Market
Condensing the full power of INVENTORY DYNAMICS into a
simple, easy to use portal, Resident Market allows users to
efficiently supply products to residents, while creating new
marketing and revenue opportunities.

Survey Ready
The complete software tool for efficiently and objectively
monitoring and analyzing risk and readiness in key areas
identified by CMS, SurveyReady provides both quick, snapshot
reviews and drill-down analysis.

STATISTICALLY SUPERIOR

PPD & FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
U+PRIME Per Patient Day (PPD) and Financial reporting includes detailed analysis of key cost
centers and customized solutions to help drive efficiencies in your community.

Evaluate Monthly and Quarterly PPD reports by individual category and
overall performance

Examine Detailed PPD reports to uncover specific development opportunities
Impliment Improvement strategies in collaboration with facility leadership

TOMORROW’S FUTURE

EVOLUTIONARY IMPACT
Healthcare is ever-changing. Thankfully, U+PRIME is an innovative and adaptable solution,
built to evolve and help keep you ahead of the game!

Refine. Advance. Repeat.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

UnitedMedSupply.com
708 Marks Road , Suite 308
Valley City, Ohio 44280
866.678.UMED (8633)
Customers@unitedmedicalsupply.com

